
1. (9 points) Modelling and Design

flight airline prime operating departure departure destination destination aircraft seats
code flight airline city airport city airport type
SK111 SAS SK111 SAS Gothenburg GOT Frankfurt FRA B737 140
LH555 Lufthansa SK111 SAS Gothenburg GOT Frankfurt FRA B737 140
AF111 Air France AF111 Air France Gothenburg GOT Paris CDG A320 170
LH111 Lufthansa LH111 Lufthansa Frankfurt FRA Paris CDG A321 200
LH222 Lufthansa LH222 Lufthansa Frankfurt FRA Malta MLA A320 170
AF222 Air France AF222 Air France Paris ORY Malta MLA A320 170
AB222 Air Berlin AB222 Air Berlin Frankfurt FRA Munich MUC A320 170
KM111 Air Malta KM111 Air Malta Munich MUC Malta MLA A319 140
LH333 Lufthansa KM111 Air Malta Munich MUC Malta MLA A319 140
SK222 SAS KM111 Air Malta Munich MUC Malta MLA A319 140
AF333 Air France AF333 Air France Paris CDG Frankfurt FRA A320 170

We assume the following (slightly simplified) conventions for this domain:

• the “flight code” attribute determines all other attributes on a row

• the “prime flight” is the flight code used by the airline operating the flight; the “flight code” in
the first column can thus belong to another airline that has a code sharing agreement with the
operating airline

• the “prime flight” appears in the table as a “flight code” as well, having itself as prime flight

• each airport has a unique code

• every aircraft of the same type has the same number of seats

(It is a common practice that one and the same flight can be booked using different airlines. Each airline
uses a different “flight code”, but the passengers end up in the same plane. The code used by the actual
operating airline is called the “prime flight” code. For example, whether you book flight LH333 with
Lufthansa or flight SK222 with SAS, you end up in the plane of Air Malta flight KM111.)

(a) (3 points) Identify the functional dependencies and keys in the domain as described in Question 1.
You must have some functional dependencies that are not superkeys. Consider the entire Table 1
as one relation. For functional dependencies, it is enough to list a base (a minimal set that implies
all the others).

(b) (4 points) Starting with Table 1 and the functional dependencies and keys in (2a), decompose the
relation into BCNF (Boyce-Codd Normal Form). Show all intermediate steps.
Notice: if you find out that the relation is already in BCNF, then you have done something wrong
in (2a).

(c) (2 points) Suppose you know the attributes of a relation and that it has no functional dependencies.

• Do you have enough information to bring it to BCNF. If yes, how? If no, why?

• Do you have enough information to bring it to the Fourth Normal Form (4NF). If yes, how? If
no, why?

2. (10 points) Suppose we have relation R(A,B,C,D,E, F,G) with keys ABC, ACD and ACG, and func-
tional dependencies A → E, AB → D, ABC → F , ABC → G, CD → G, E → F , G → B.

(a) i. (1 point) State, with reasons, which of the FDs listed above violate BCNF.

ii. (4 points) Decompose relation R to BCNF. Show each step in the normalisation process, and
at each step indicate which functional dependency is being used. Indicate keys and references
for the resulting relations.

(b) i. (1 point) Which attributes of R are prime?

ii. (1 point) State, with reasons, which of the FDs listed above violate 3NF.

iii. (3 points) Decompose relation R to 3NF.



3. (8 points)

(a) (5 points) Give an example of a relation that is in BCNF (Boyce-Codd Normal Form) but not in
4NF (Fourth Normal Form). Show all the information that is needed: attributes, dependencies,
keys, etc, clearly stating what the 4NF violations are, as well as an instance (a set of tuples).

(b) (3 points) Transform your relation in 3a) to 4NF.
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